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Stay ahead of the pack with either full blown simultaneuos 5 axis or 5 axis via 4+1.
Many companies don’t actually use 5 axis simultaneous, the complexity means CAD/CAM is essential to write and
develop these complex components, but multi-face machining can save hours of time even on simple jobs that are
currently done on a 3 axis VMC, to machine 6 sides of a dice requires 6 set ups on a VMC and 2 on a Multi-face machine.

n Siemens 840DSL ShopMill (iTNC 640 HSCI Heidenhain optional). UMC-5X only.
n Front loading 600mm diameter trunnion rotary table 90 rpm.
n High accuracy rotary axis direct drive high torque motor 90 rpm no worm and wheel.
n Tilting axis servo worm drive with brake +/- 120° (2.5 sec full rotation, torque motor optional).
n Maximum table load of 600 kg.
n Traori / Kinematic functions for 5 axis simultaneous machining. UMC-5X only.
n 12,000 / 15,000 rpm in-line spindle or high speed 18,000 / 24,000 rpm motorised built-in spindle.
n High pressure through spindle coolant system.

All XYZ CNC machine tools come with free training, full 12 month warranty,

To learn more please call 01823 674200
MACHINE TOOL DEMOS ARE AVAILABLE AT ANY OF THE XYZ UK
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n Side-mounted 24, 30, 48 or 60 tools ATC for quick tool changing.
n Linear scales X Y and Z (optional on XYZ UMC 4+1).
n High precision encoders on A and C axis pivot centres.
n Thermal growth compensation.

Call today
for the full
technical
12 page
brochure.

n Gantry frame machine.
n Over 200 installed in Europe.
n Comes with fully dedicated 5 axis
XYZ Service, Programming
and Sales Engineers.

Call today to o
book your dem

How many set-ups does it take
to produce a dice on a VMC ?
On a normal VMC:
XYZ UMC-5X:
XYZ UMC-5X + XYZ 2-OP:

6 set ups
2 set ups
1 set up

sales@xyzmachinetools.com

www.xyzmachinetools.com

SHOWROOMS DEVON BLACKBURN NUNEATON SHEFFIELD & LONDON

Hall 27 Stand A10

extended warranties available, free programming helplines, nationwide service engineers.
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With 5-axis machining
technology now
accessible to any
company, Machinery
delivers seven case
studies to highlight the
breadth of available kit
and its application

Companies
give it five
First of newly introduced machine
model gets thumbs up for a second
Last year, Rivercircle invested in one of
the first XYZ UMC-5X gantry-style
simultaneous 5-axis machining centres,
with the ambition was to gain efficiency
by transferring work being done on 3- and
4-axis machines. Such was its success
that it has won numerous new contracts
for 5-axis-type work, resulting in the
arrival of a second UMC-5X.
For over 30 years, Peterboroughbased Rivercircle has developed its
business, becoming a leading designer
and manufacturer of special-purpose test
and assembly machines, and multi-cavity
rubber and plastic mould tooling. It
prides itself on being able to provide a
complete service, keeping as much as
possible, from design through to final
mechanical and electrical assembly and
testing, in house, including machining.
Says Jonathan Theobalds, managing
director, of the first machine: “Our
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Rivercircle returned
to XYZ Machine Tools for
more 5-axis kit

investments in machining capacity had
led us to ever more complex machines
and we had been considering 5-axis for a
few years, but always struggled to justify
the price-versus-capability argument. The
size of machine we needed always
appeared far too expensive, while the
those we felt we could justify on price
just didn’t have the performance or
capacity we needed, limiting the
potential gains for the business from
5-axis. Therefore, when we were
introduced to the XYZ UMC-5X, which
was in the right ballpark, as far as price
and performance were concerned, we
went for it.”
In selecting the machine, a team from
Rivercircle visited XYZ Machine Tools’
factory in Devon to see the UMC-5X in
action and talk through its potential with
the XYZ sales and applications teams.
Given the type of work undertaken by
Rivercircle, particularly on its mould tools
where materials such as P20 tool steel
Machinery (incorporating Sheet
Metal Industries)
MA Business, Hawley Mill, Hawley
Rd, Dartford, Kent DA2 7TJ
Tel: 01322 221144
© MA Business 2019
(ISSN print 1753-0482/online
2049-3312)
Printed in the UK by Pensord Press

is commonly machined, spindle
performance and overall machine rigidity
were vital considerations in making any
purchasing decision.
“There were several factors that
swung us in favour of the XYZ UMC-5X”,
says Paul Langan, Rivercircle’s
production manager. “The machine
construction and design gave us the
confidence that it would perform as we
expected and with our mould tool work
the high torque (260 Nm) and 15,000
rpm spindle are perfect for roughing and
finishing tool steel.
“Another key point was the option of
the Heidenhain control, as this is a
control system that we favour here, and
not having that option would have been a
barrier to us placing an order. As it was,
we only used one day of training to
familiarise ourselves with the machine,
and our CAM programming engineer,
Steve Goodson, has fully embraced the
move to 5-axis with no further
requirement for programming support
from XYZ.”
The production manager adds: “We
have also fully integrated our Mastercam
software [4D Engineering, https://is.gd/
uvameq] with the machine control and
the post-processors all being updated
during the installation of the machine,
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making it a seamless process.”
The UMC-5X features X-, Y- and Z-axis
travels of 600, 600 and 500 mm, and
has a 600 mm table diameter that can
carry components up to 600 kg. The
C-axis boasts 90 rpm, with rotation via a
direct-drive, low-maintenance, hightorque motor. A-axis range is ± 120°,
with 2.5 sec for full movement.
Continues Langan: “The XYZ UMC-5X
was our first venture into 5-axis
machining, which we knew would
improve productivity by eliminating
multiple machining operations. We had
no work that demanded full 5-axis
capability when we bought the first XYZ
UMC-5X, but we knew we could reduce
set-up time and cycle time by moving
work from other machines. We had no
expectation of keeping the machine busy
24/7 but, as word spread, customers
began to recognise the capability that we
now had and work kept on coming in.”
And with an influx of orders from
existing and new customers for
dedicated 5-axis work following arrival of
the first machine, additional capacity
was soon required. With the success of
the first machine from XYZ, there was no
reason for Langan to look anywhere else
for a second 5-axis machine. He says:
“Work is continuing to move towards
5-axis machining and, with the two XYZ
UMC-5X machines, we can combine
operations and become far more
efficient, which will ultimately lead to
more work as we are more competitive.
The ease of use of the machines, with
the Heidenhain control that we are
familiar with, along with the support from
XYZ Machine Tools [https://is.gd/
kufaha] made our decision to double up
straightforward.”

Haas purchase tradition continues with
multiple 5-axis machines acquired

A family-run business established in
1993 and now employing 22 people, it
boasts 31 CNC machines, with the latest
investment having been a clutch Haas
UMC-750 5-axis universal machines. The
company is a long-time Haas (https://
is.gd/fucuba) machine user, purchasing
its first, a Haas VF-9 3-axis vertical
machining centre, in 2011. It now counts
16 Haas machines acquired over the
past eight years, including 12 Haas
Super Speed mills.
Apart from machine performance,
general manager Christopher Doran also
values Haas’ reliable aftercare service,
saying: “We rarely have an issue but if
we do need an engineer, they’re on site
quickly.”
He continues: “We recently added
three UMC-750 5-axis universal
machines to our Haas family, allowing us
to produce both small batches and
prototype work in a much shorter time
frame. Using the latest Mastercam
package, with the UMC’s 12,000 rpm
spindle and 40+1 side-mount tool
change, we quickly found cycle times
were reduced by 30%.
Founder and managing director Kieran
Doran says: “These were our first 5-axis
machines, but they were easier to use
than I’d imagined. They really worked for
us. We use them for 5-sided machining;
making multi-option parts, we finish them
in much shorter lead times with a higher
accuracy and precision.
“Following on from the success of our
UMC-750s we have just installed the
new Haas [5-axis] UMC-1000. We’re
excited to see what we can do with the
larger working envelope.”
The UMC-750 model has X-, Y- and
Z-axis travels of 762 by 508 by 508 mm,
with 500 mm diameter integrated 2-axis
trunnion rotary table. Equivalent
dimensions for the

Doran Precision Engineering of
Newcastle, Northern Ireland, undertakes
aerospace sector precision engineering.
In fact, it accounts for 90% of the
factory’s output and takes in parts for
a worldwide customer base, including
interior parts for aircraft giants such
as Thompson Aero Seating and
Collins Aerospace. The company
also machines a wide range of
aerospace-grade materials,
including aluminium, stainless
steel and plastics.
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Doran Precision Engineering’s
Haas UMC-1000
larger model are 1,016 by 635 by 635
mm, with a table diameter of 635 mm
that can carry 454 kg versus the smaller
machine’s 300 kg.

Hurco shop adds two
5-axis models to fleet

Subcontractor Almond Engineering,
having doubled the size of its premises
in 2016 and the same year having
purchased its first 5-axis machining
centre, a Hurco VMX42SRTi with
swivelling B-axis spindle, has now
installed a second, similar model.
Celebrating the 40th anniversary of its
inauguration this year, Almond
Engineering now operates eight Hurco
machine tools (https://is.gd/utebev), a
TM8 CNC lathe with 8” chuck and seven
machining centres. The latter form the
vast majority of prismatic metalcutting
capacity on site, the only other
machining centre being a Bohner &
Koehle bought in the 1970s.
As to the subcontractor’s continued
purchase of the Hurco brand, Smith
comments: “Ours is a prototype and
small batch production environment,
so efficient shopfloor programming is
important to us. We rely on it 90% of
the time.”
And he adds: “Additionally,
the machines themselves
are cost-effective to buy, as
well as being robust, reliable
and accurate. We regularly
hold ±0.01 mm when cutting
virtually any material, from
Inconel and Hastelloy through
steels and aluminium to
Doran Precision
plastics.”
Engineering is a
He notes also the user
Haas shop
friendliness of Hurco machines,
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with staff able to move seamlessly
between the twin-screen WinMAX
controls powering the larger machining
centres and the single-screen MAX
controls on the smaller VM1 machining
centre and TM8 lathe. The
subcontractor’s hyperMILL offline CAM
system (Open Mind, https://is.gd/
gatuno) is used mostly for programming
more complex 3+2 axis cycles to reduce
set-ups and improve accuracy on the
5-axis machines and to create some fully
interpolative cycles as well.
Managing director Chris Smith says
he favours the Hurco VMX42SRTi-style of
5-axis machining centre over the
trunnion-mounted rotary table
arrangement, due to its versatility for
tackling a greater variety of work,
including 4-axis machining of large
components.
The VMX42SRTi has X, Y and Z
travels of 1,067 by 610 by 610 mm,
a table of 1,270 by 610 mm and boasts
a B-axis range of ±90°.

First 5-axis machine drives down cycle
times, opens up new design possibilities
Traditionally a 3-axis vertical machining
centre (VMC) user, Singer Instruments in
Watchet, on the north coast of
Somerset, installed its first 5-axis CNC
machine at the start of 2019 to
streamline the manufacture of aluminium
components.
The machine, a German-built Spinner
U5-630, is a 40-taper, nominally halfmetre-cube machine supplied through
sole UK agent Whitehouse Machine
Tools (https://is.gd/iyiqug). It is
equipped with high pressure coolant
through the spindle and a separate clean
tank, as well as Blum spindle-mounted
workpiece probing and a tool setting
probe.
Cycle time savings have been
dramatic and there has been a
considerable reduction in the number of
set-ups needed across a raft of different
parts. It is a result of using the two
additional rotary CNC axes provided by
the swivelling trunnion and rotary table to
reposition components automatically.
In one case, a table for Singer
Instruments’ world-leading ROTOR
automated screening instrument used in
the biological sciences sector is
produced in three set-ups, whereas
previously it required nine separate
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Almond Engineering
is using Hurco
5-axis machinery

prismatic machining operations on a
3-axis VMC.
More typically, components previously
needing six operations are now produced
in two. In one such example, for
producing another integral part for the
same genomic screening instrument,
machining cycles totalling three-quarters
of an hour have been reduced to eight
minutes.
In addition to higher production
output, other benefits of fewer set-ups
include less handling, lower fixturing
costs, and enhanced accuracy through
fewer clampings. Furthermore, with
average batch size in the range 10- to
20-off, a lot of work in progress is
eliminated.
Investment in 5-axis capacity was
instigated by Steve Maconnachie, CNC
machinist at Singer Instruments. He
previously ran his own subcontract
machining business in the Midlands with
his brother and had used 5-axis
technology for many years. He was
familiar with all the leading makes of
machine, many of which were reviewed
before deciding on the Spinner purchase.
He says: “Some of our components
are tightly toleranced to ±5 microns, so
we maintain the temperature of our
production area to within a couple of
degrees Celsius.
“It is true that many of the 5-axis
machines we considered could hold this
tolerance, as does the Spinner, whose
price was also competitive. It was little
more than half the cost of one of the
other production centres we shortlisted.”
He singled out for praise the service
provided by Whitehouse, which included
helping to remove the 54-pocket tool
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magazine and Z-axis motor so that the
machine would pass through the door to
the building. On the shopfloor, the U5630 has a compact footprint of a little
over 2.7 by 2.4 m, which is beneficial, as
space is limited in the factory.
Every component used in Singer
Instruments’ products is designed inhouse using SolidWorks. Based on the
models created, programming is carried
out in Autodesk’s FeatureCAM (https://
is.gd/litoha) on a PC, with data
transferred to the Spinner’s Heidenhain
TNC 620 control via the latter’s TNCremo
software. All the other machining centres
on the shopfloor also have Heidenhain
controls similarly linked to the CAM
system.
Currently, all 5-axis cycles involve
3+2-axis cutting strategies, as
components have historically been
designed for production on 3-axis
machining centres. However, the Spinner
machine is capable of fully interpolative
5-axis machining, so parts being
designed for new electronic workstations
and laboratory automation equipment,
used worldwide for research into
genetics, neuroscience, cancer, biofuel
engineering and microbiology, will be
designed more efficiently with the
Spinner machine’s enhanced capability
in mind.

Analysis reveals need for more 5-axis
machining capacity
Precision subcontractor Thomas Brown
Engineering, Huddersfield, has installed
a Mikron MILL P 500U supplied by GF
Machining Solutions (https://is.gd/
nofata). Installed in January 2019, it is
being used to machine components for
customers operating in the aerospace,
medical, automotive, robotics, food
processing, oil and gas, and steel
manufacturing/processing sectors.
Parts are characterised by their
accuracy and surface finish
requirements, with a 20 micron
geometric tolerance and a Ra 0.2 micron
surface finish being the rule rather than
the exception.
Explains Tom Brown, founder and
managing director: “The sectors where
we operate are competitive and
demanding. Quality is non-negotiable and
ever-stringent delivery times are
increasingly prevalent. To meet customer
demands and survive in these
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Thomas Brown Engineering is
holding tight tolerances with its
Mikron machines

environments, you need to be committed
to continuous improvement and
continually raise your game.
“By investing in the latest, and most
advanced, machine tool technologies,
and by combining our manufacturing
prowess with excellent customer service,
we have found that we have been able to
grow our business.”
Established in 1983 by current
managing director Tom Brown, over the
last 35 years the company has grown
steadily from being a one-man band to a
business that now employs 20 members
of staff.
Other changes in the company have
been even more noticeable – and
dramatic. Says Brown: “When the
company was created, it operated out of
a couple of old garage units. As a
fledgling engineering subcontractor, we
were, at that time, relying on a couple of
used manual machines to machine parts
and to make a living.”
In stark contrast to these early days
the company today has 14 CNC machine
tools and is looking to increase its floor
space by the end of the year by an extra
4,000 ft2.
The company’s customer profile and
customer base has also changed
significantly. Brown again: “We are a Tier
2 supplier in the sectors where we
operate. The investment we have made
in plant, people, technologies, systems
and processes has enabled us to
consolidate our position in these sectors
with existing customers and win
contracts with new customers, too.”
This is exemplified by the company’s
position in aerospace sector, where its
AS9100 accreditation has been
instrumental in achieving a number of
new contract wins. This increase in
demand for the company’s services did,
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however, create some production issues,
resulting ultimately in the decision to
invest in the new Mikron MILL P 500U.
Explains Brown: “We audited and
reviewed our machining strengths and
weaknesses, and identified where the
‘pinch’ points existed. The exercise
helped determine that we needed to
increase our 5-axis milling capacity and
capabilities as a matter of some
urgency.
“We had previously invested in a
Mikron HPM 450U 5-axis machine some
years earlier and the machine had served
us well. We particularly liked the
machine’s built-in automation and the
way in which its integrated automatic
pallet changers have helped us increase
our productivity and efficiency, and
reduce our operational costs.”
The company drew up a list of
technical and performance requirements
for the new machine and benchmarked
these against the 5-axis machines in GF
Machining Solutions’ portfolio. It became
clear that the MILL P 500U was the
preferred choice.
The Mikron MILL P 500U is an ultrahigh-performance, simultaneous 5-axis
machining centre that offers powerful
and dynamic material removal
capabilities, thermal stability and high
stiffness, to deliver unrivalled precision
and surface finish on complex parts.
It has axis travels of 500 by 600 by
450 mm (X, Y, Z) and trunnion swivel
of +91/-121°.
The machine features a thermo-stable
and symmetrical design, so that even
when machining at a fast pace and over
long production runs, accuracy and
process reliability remain high and
consistent.
The machine delivers fast
acceleration (1.7 G) and is equipped with

a powerful, high torque 36 kW Step-Tec
motor spindle. The machine’s
productivity is enhanced by its in-built
automation, which comprises up to
a 215 position ATC and up to a 12
pallet APC.
The company also wanted the
machine to be able to perform
interpolation turning operations.
Concludes Brown: “The MILL P 500U
is a great machine. It is accurate, fast
and flexible. We mainly use the machine
for 3+2 positional 5-axis machining
operations, as opposed to full
simultaneous 5-axis machining, and its
performance to date, no matter what
we’ve asked it to do, has been
exceptional.”

Mazak technology supports AE
Aerospace’s journey to ‘glass factory’
West Midlands business AE Aerospace
has invested £1.25 million in six new
Yamazaki Mazak (https://is.gd/otocah)
machines, four of them 5-axis models,
boost capacity in the face of growing
demand and deliver its ‘glass factory’
business model.
Since being established in 1996,
AE Aerospace has become recognised as
one of the region’s fastest-growing
manufacturers. Over the last five years,
the business has more than doubled
productivity and seen a seven-fold
increase in sales. Investment in people,
plant and machinery has been integral to
that growth and that ambitious spending
programme will continue to help the
business meet its future goals.
The £1.25 million investment follows
the company’s move to larger premises
at Network Park, Birmingham, with AE
Aerospace focusing resources on
increasing output to satisfy its evergrowing order book. Key to that is
ramping up 5-axis capacity, which saw
the spend made in the 12 months prior
to February 2019.
The 5-axis machine complement takes
in three Variaxis J500/5X machines for
complex milling and an Integrex J200
Smooth to increase its 5-axis mill/turn
capacity on smaller complex
components. The other two machines
are a VCN530 4-axis, to double capacity
on larger milled components up to
1.25 m long, and a VCP400 VMC to help
meet a specific export order.
The Variaxis J500/5X models have X,
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DUGARD Machining Centres
Horizontal and Vertical Machining Centres
Superb quality and precision at affordable prices
The
he newest addition to the strong profile of machine tools
available at Dugard. Devoted to providing the highest
levels of quality in every machine they produce, Kitamura
design and build each machine precisely, from the ground
up, meaning no shortcuts in design and manufacture
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stock machines available
5 axis, horizontal and vertical models
2 micron standard positioning accuracy over full travel
1 micron repeatability
250~1000mm pallet sizes
High torque and high speed spindle options
Multi pallet and automation options

DUGARD

DUGARD

www.dugard.com

sales@dugard.com

01273 732286

Fast and precise
component
workholding?
The answer’s

Chick
from 1st MTA

St

The UK’s leading machining accessory supplier.
Email: enquiries@1mta.com Freephone: 0800 783 0510
Fax: 0800 783 0517

www.1mta.com
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MACHINE TOOL ACCESSORIES
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AE Aerospace has invested
in 5-axis Mazak machinery

Y and Z travels of 350 by 350 by
610 mm and an A-axis range of -120° to
+30°. Integrex J200 Smooth has an 8”
chuck, 51 mm bar, 600 mm machining
diameter by 500 length. It has a 200
mm Y-axis stroke and swivelling B-axis.
Says Dean Thomas, engineering
manager at AE Aerospace: “By being there
when we need them, the Mazak team
have continued to show a commitment to
our business, particularly with the
standard of aftercare and service support,
which has been outstanding. When there
have been machine issues, Mazak has
responded quickly, with both service
and replacement parts support, to
ensure that we have minimised downtime
and got production back up and running
very quickly”.
The manufacturer’s long-term ambition
is to become a ‘glass factory’, giving
customers access to a fully servitised
model of machining by the hour.
Customer-focused cells are already in
operation and the new machines will link
to AE’s EdgeCAM CAD/CAM system
(Hexagon Production Software, https://is.
gd/uciway). This will feed into a new
Valuechain DNA SME ERP system that will
give access to live data and allow
customers to track their jobs at every
stage of the production process.
Alan Mucklow, managing director, UK
and Ireland sales and service at Yamazaki
Mazak, comments: “AE Aerospace is a
shining example of a major aerospace
subcontractor that is willing to invest in
state-of-the-art machinery to enhance its
production capabilities and its competitive
position.
“Aerospace is an extremely demanding
sector, requiring a combination of speed
and precision that only the most advanced
machining techniques can deliver.
AE Aerospace’s continued commitment
to excellence in all of their manufacturing
activities is being rewarded by a premium
position in the aerospace supply chain
and Mazak is very proud of the close
relationship that has developed between
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the two companies.”
Adds AE Aerospace managing director
Peter Bruch: “We now operate 21 Mazak
machines with an average age of under
five years. Investing in new technology is a
key component of our business strategy.
These new Mazak machines feed into our
ongoing business improvement
programme, increasing capacity, extending
production capabilities and helping take
us on the next stage of our journey to
servitisation. We will continue investing in
people, plant and machinery to ensure we
can take the business to the next stage of
growth.”

Lightweighting drives machining
investment at Alucast
Casting expert Alucast is a supporting the
automotive sector in its journey to
‘lightweighting’ to help it meet global
requirements for cars that produce fewer
emissions.
It is paying off for the Black Country
firm, with over £3 million of new orders
taken over the 12 months, involving 96
new products that it has started to tool up
for before delivering the subsequently
machined parts in medium to high
volumes.
“We had two choices…resist it and fall
behind or embrace it and try to maximise
the opportunity,” explained Tony Sartorius,
chairman of Alucast.
“Everyone who knows us will know it
was a simple decision and we quickly
identified the need to increase the
capacity of our machine shop, working
with Engineering Technology Group
[https://is.gd/ulufay] to purchase two
new Quaser MF630Cs, giving us five
5-axis machines.”
He continues: “To achieve the required
‘lightweighting’, a lot of companies are
moving away from welding assemblies in
heavy materials to machining using
aluminium. In order to give it the strength
and diversity, the shapes are more
complex and that’s where the additional
control and accuracy offered by a 5-axis
comes into play.”
The latest two, 4+1-axis Quaser
machining centres, which come equipped
with state-of-the-art Siemens 828D
control, join existing Quaser ‘400’, ‘500’
and ‘630’ machines in the expanded
machining shop.
Having the additional 5-axis technology
will help Alucast machine many of the 96
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parts in either one or two ops. Engineers
working on the new products are
suggesting cycle times have been reduced
by 50% in some cases.
Engineering Technology Group has a
long-standing relationship with Alucast
that goes back to 2012. Continues
Sartorius: “You always know what you are
getting with a Quaser – a high
performance machining centre that is
extremely reliable and represents good
value for money.
“It also offers a very economical
footprint, meaning we can maximise the
space in our machine shop to get the last
drop of productivity out of it.”
After discussions with ETG, the two
Quaser MF630Cs were identified as giving
Alucast the bed size, control and speed
required to deliver the new contracts. The
machines have X, Y and Z travels of 800,
700 and 610 mm, with a 500 mm
diameter table held in a trunnion.
It took just four months from the order
being placed to the machining centres
being delivered, installed and
commissioned, with training on optimising
the programming currently being given to
the casting specialist’s engineers.
Martin Doyle, managing director of
ETG, went on to add: “We have seen a
major increase in the number of enquiries
for 5-axis CNC machines, mainly driven by
the UK manufacturing sector positioning
itself as an expert in more complex,
deeper parts.
“Companies want to be able to work
on parts from five-sides in a single
operation, reducing tool vibration,
increasing speed and cutting down on
material handling time.
“The Quaser machining centres are
ideal for subcontractors looking to
enhance their 5-axis capability or for
suppliers considering taking on more
challenging projects.” ■

Alucast is putting ETGsupplied Quaser machines
to work on new projects
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CGTech Technical
Services supports
the 5-axis journey
CGTech’s VERICUT CNC simulation and optimisation software has
been intrinsically linked with 5-axis machining since the
company’s inception, initially supporting the aerospace industry.
Here, Gavin Powell, CGTech UK Technical Director, explains the
advantages of using a ‘tried and trusted’ software solution

A

stonishingly, the birth of 5-axis
machining can be traced back
prior to the advent of numerical
control. It was first established in the
1950s, when the United States Air Force
awarded Cincinnati Milacron a contract
to build and test an electric tracing
5-axis vertical mill to determine its
feasibility.
Of course, this machine was seen by
many to be beyond the reach of all but
the elite, earning it the nickname the
‘Opium Mill’. Subsequent developments
in the following years by various machine
tool builders were also cost prohibitive
for any business that didn’t have access
to the Federal Reserve.
However, today 5-axis machining
is both very real and very effective;

increasing in use by around a steady
seven per cent per annum across
most industry sectors. This, in the
main, is thanks to advances in
computer hardware and software,
with improvements providing CNC
designers with the ability to handle
5-axis requirements at a price point that
is accessible to most manufacturing
companies. This is matched by the fact
that CGTech UK alone has produced
more than 2,000 multi-axis model
configurations of 5-axis and upwards.
Manufacturers across the globe
are doing everything they can to keep
up with the rapid advancements in
technology and processes being
employed by their competitors. One
capability that is becoming increasingly

Demanding industry sectors, such as aerospace,
motorsport, medical and defence, rely on VERICUT to
ensure their machines, products & processes are protected
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essential to this competition is 5-axis
machining.
Providing support for such machine
tool technology, VERICUT uniquely uses
parameter files from the machine tool
control, these being used to create
an extremely accurate model of the
behaviour of the individual physical
machine tools. “The machine could be
specified with a high speed spindle or
longer axis travels that would then be
simulated in VERICUT, but the parameter
file will also include details of axis travel
limits and rapid traverse rates, as well
as how axes behave with commands
such as G68.2, G43.4, PLANE SPATIAL
and so on. How a rotary axis will react to
an input, say a command to rotate 180°
where there is no benefit to rotating
either clockwise or counter-clockwise.
This could be critical to collision
avoidance,” states Gavin Powell.
He continues: “Without VERICUT,
the post-processed CAM file will often
require a test cut, which is both timeconsuming and provides an opportunity
for a potentially catastrophic crash. The
parameter file in VERICUT is backed-up
by a rotary test file that allows the
engineering team to run the machine
‘dry’ with the results feeding back into
VERICUT to ensure the digital model and
the real world are fully aligned. It means
we know VERICUT is telling the truth,
if the software reports any errors, we
want to make sure that is the case.”
The Technical Support team provides
the VERICUT machine models for most
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The programming & production of complex
5-axis components by customers across
the globe is supported by CGTech’s
Technical Services

customers and the parameter file sits
inside the VERICUT kinematic model and
its control. Says Gavin Powell: “We want
to ensure the representation of all of the
elements within VERICUT are accurately
portrayed, with axis movements, material
removal and cycle times reflecting
what will actually be achieved on the
shopfloor.”

ONGOING SUPPORT
Another important support function
offered by the Technical Support team is
ongoing assistance. While most software
solutions have a limited warranty for
changes and updates, VERICUT users
can usually get their supplied machine
tool models updated and modified for
free under their maintenance contract.
This could include the retrofitting of a new
NC controller to an older machine tool
that has been refurbished, or changing
to a more sophisticated CAD/CAM
system that uses different features and
capabilities of the machine that were
previously not applied. The latter could
be the adopting of full 5-axis machining
in place of 3-, 4- or 3+2-positional 5-axis
machining.
“We have to be fully aware of the
developments of the machines in the
5-axis world. There is an awareness
of the capability of 5-axis machining in
the marketplace, for example rotating
the work co-ordinate system so you can
still drill using the same drilling cycle as
though it were a 3-axis machine, even
though the component might be at an
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Simulation of the complete machining
environment, with programmed moves
reproduced as faithfully as they will be
machined is what VERICUT offers

acute angle.
“Automation for minimally manned
or ‘lights out’ machining is certainly
a growing interest and when you are
running with lower skilled, and possibly
even no operators present, you want
everything to be absolutely correct. You
don’t want to find issues that stopped
the machine completing its tasks
overnight and, even worse, that could
have knock-on implications for the day
shift, if the machine is damaged in any
way. This is where VERICUT steps in;
using automation without simulation
has the potential for too many negative
outcomes,” Gavin Powell states.
Supporting extended running, sister
tooling can be simulated in VERICUT
where a known life has been placed on a
cutting tool. And, while the load/unload
of pallet changers and even industrial
robots can be simulated in the software,
this tends to be for ‘proof of concept’ at
the start of the project. “VERICUT keeps
the machine tool safe,” Gavin Powell
points out. “One of the key concern’s
for automatically-fed machines centres
around the ability of the loaded pallet
to fit through the door of the machine
tool, seeing this in a fully simulated 3D
VERICUT environment provides secure
knowledge that the work cell will run the
intended programme or family of parts.”
VERICUT also has the ability to apply
cutting tool modifications, making the
cutting tool as short as possible and
yet still capable of undertaking all the
machining cycles required to complete
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the job. This can be adjusted in the
software’s tool library and allows the user
to keep the tool as short and, therefore,
as rigid as possible.

NO TICKETS, NO WAIT
With well over half a century of
accumulated VERICUT support experience
within the UK Technical Support team,
“we have an extensive case history for
reference when customers raise an
issue,” Gavin Powell says. “We do not
operate an ‘automated ticketing system’,
so the team is available to our customers
who can phone or email to directly access
a technically-capable and experienced
engineer. Most of us have been CNC
programmers and have 5-axis experience
at the ‘coal face’, and we would never
want to go back to programming without
VERICUT.”
Most of the CGTech UK staff have
been with the company for many years,
and that provides a comfort to customers
as they can speak to someone they
know. Even if the VERICUT users moves
to a different company, they still know
who they can contact for reliable support
at CGTech.
Gavin Powell concludes: “With the
lower entry cost of 5-axis machine tool
technology, there is a requirement from
manufacturers for our support as they
take the journey towards more precision
and productivity. And if you invest in
VERICUT software to keep your machine
tools safe, you want to know the support
will be there going forward.” ■
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CAM & NC PROGRAMMING
With the growth in the
use of 5-axis machine
tools comes the need for
software to program
them. Here we cover
latest case studies, plus
have related industry and
product news

Edgecam’s Waveform
Strategy is slashing
cycle times at Tridan
Engineering

From
all angles
Edgecam 5-axis strategies plus Waveform
technology are winners for subcontractor
Tridan Engineering
Subcontractor Tridan Engineering says
5-axis work, programmed by Edgcam, has
become a major part of its manufacturing
process. The company has customers in
the aerospace, motorsport and medical
sectors that demand faster turnaround
times and tighter tolerances.
Edgecam (https://is.gd/uciway) is
employed to program a total of 16 Mazak
CNC machines, of which six are 5-axis
models, including a Variaxis i-500 with a
Palletech automation system.
One of the biggest challenges facing it
is keeping up with ever-changing tooling
for the range of components across
several industrial sectors. For example,
Tridan manufactures aerospace parts
including frame racks, wing actuators and
wing braces for the Bombardier Airbus;
motorsport components such as gearbox
transmission systems and differential
cases for rally cars; along with a number
of medical components.
Says machine shop manager Paul
Coupland: “We work with two main tooling
suppliers, ITC and Iscar, and they’re
improving their tools all the time. Edgecam
provides us with the optimum machining
strategies every time the cutting tool is
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updated, including those for powerful
5-axis programs.
“Edgecam programs all our machines
to their absolute top tolerances – we
regularly have a 2 micron tolerance on
most of our jobs, and we can guarantee
that they’re manufactured to that required
high precision every time.”
The combination of 5-axis machining
with the CAM software’s powerful and
game-changing Waveform Roughing
Strategy has been a major influence on
how the company machines components.
Everything is now processed by using
Waveform trochoidal milling, with cutting
strategies changed to take a full flute
length of cut.
Lead production engineer Mark Proctor
says Tridan Engineering has had some
spectacular results with it, but admitted
there was nervousness at first about the
prospect of ramping up feeds and speeds
and using the full flute length. “When we
were told we could machine a piece of
S143 stainless steel at 8 m/min, we
thought the cutting tool wouldn’t last two
seconds,” he says.
But Proctor adds that once the
company saw the resulting faster cycle
times, and that the tool was safe from
damage, it made the decision to
undertake all Waveform roughing at the

machine’s fastest feed rate.
“For instance, we needed a finished
component that’s only 20 mm thick,
coming from a 6” S143 round billet, which
means there’s an awful lot of metal to cut
away. For that job we used a 12 mm
cutter for a 24 mm depth of cut at a feed
rate of just under 9 m/min and the job ran
for 10 hours before the cutting tool
needed replacing.”
Overall, the company, which is based in
the Essex seaside town of Clacton-on-Sea,
ships around 9,000 parts a month to
customers around the world – anything
from small components to workpieces up
to 1.6 m, both as single units and in large
batches. And almost every part it
produces goes through Edgecam.
Describing 5-axis machining and
automation as the way forward for Tridan
Engineering, Coupland says the recent
acquisition of the Mazak Variaxis with a
Palletech automation system adopts both
of those aspects. “Five-axis is definitely
the future for us, as it enables us to
machine much faster than 3-axis can,
through the ‘Done In One’ capability,
without the need for additional set-ups.
And the automation system on the
Variaxis can manage six pallets, which is
perfect for our needs. We can add six
pallets at any stage of the operation to
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keep it going. It also means we can carry
out lights-out machining. Depending on
the job it can run constantly for between
eight and 14 hours, without any manual
intervention.”

NX supports complex 5-axis machining
at Manthorpe Engineering
From small prismatics to rings and
casings up to 3.4 m in diameter,
Manthorpe Engineering specialises in the
machining of difficult-to-manufacture,
performance-critical components.
It fabricates, machines, tests and
assembles high-integrity components from
a range of materials, including exotic
alloys.
Located near Derby, Manthorpe
Engineering is a Tier 1 supplier to the
aerospace, industrial, marine and power
generation industries, and employs 5-axis,
multi-tasking machine tools, programming
them using Siemens PLM’s (https://
is.gd/nadoko) NX software.
“What differentiates us as a company
is the complexity of the components that
we machine,” says Tom Pochciol,
business director at Manthorpe
Engineering. “They can be large and
awkward in shape. We might, for example,
be working on the engine casing for a jet
or the particularly tight tolerances of a
bearing system. A human hair is
approximately 60 microns in diameter and
we regularly have to achieve
measurement accuracy to five microns.
Achieving tight positional tolerances is
even more challenging. We need a
CADCAM technology that’s both powerful
and flexible.”
TTL (https://is.gd/wafiqu) supplied the
company with Siemens PLM NX,
customising post-processors, configuring
software and delivering user training for
the company. “It is very important to get
the right post-processors for each
machine and then fine-tune them,” says
Pochciol. “Our contacts at TTL have been
very helpful and continue to provide us
with support whenever we need it.”
Customers send both 3D and 2D
information to Manthorpe Engineering.
This kickstarts a collaborative process.
“A 3D model is a representation of a
perfect idea of what a product should be;
yet in the physical world there is
variability, so we need to draw on our
expertise and knowledge of the
customer’s requirements to understand
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what tolerances are allowed,” Pochciol
comments.
The design evolves as Manthorpe
Engineering adds its expertise to improve
manufacturability and shorten timescales.
“One of the first things we do using NX is
to make sure that we can optimise the
design for manufacture,” adds Steve Lee,
a manufacturing engineer at Manthorpe
Engineering. “Time on the machine is
money and if we can find any areas of the
design that can be improved, we have a

Siemens NX is
supporting Manthorpe
Engineering

conversation with the
customer, interrogate the model in NX and
manipulate certain features, if necessary.
We can iterate with the customer very
quickly to ensure that the production
process is the most cost-effective and
time efficient.”
And he adds: “We use information
gained from NX to apply times to each
toolpath operation. Even at a very early
stage, before we have won a contract, we
can gain a clear idea of how long a job will
take to complete and can let our
estimators in the sales department know.
Once we have actually won a job, we use
the information from NX to define the
manufacturing method and set up the
machining program to select the right
tools.”
On programming parts with complex
shapes, he says: “The components that
we receive frequently incorporate smooth,
flowing lines involving very complex
geometry. It would, for example, be
impossible to accurately reproduce certain
irregular shapes without 3D capability and
the manufacturing control that it gives us.
“The CAM software I used previously
would not have been able to handle the
complexity of the parts we tackle. A key
benefit of NX is the ability to keep track
of, and graphically represent in 3D, the inprocess state of a workpiece relative to
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the raw material stock. This is critical for
effective mill-turning strategies. NX CAM
automatically generates an in-process
workpiece to provide seamless transfer of
workpiece configurations between milling
and turning operations.
“The strength of NX is that it is very
easy to compare the model of the raw
material prior to machining with the
finished product. After the programming of
any toolpath, NX gives a visual
representation of the material that has
been removed and any that is left. This
means that we are constantly up to date
with the amount of metal the program
will remove and also the amount
remaining.”
Simulating the machining process prior
to cutting is key and NX delivers here,
too. “When we are working with a tricky
material like titanium at a diameter of
3.4 m, we cannot afford any mistakes
during machining, so we run a simulation
of the toolpath first,” says Pochciol.
The integrated machine tool simulation
is driven by output from the NX postprocessor, rather than just toolpath data.
In a virtual environment, NX shows the
complete machine, plus fixtures and
tools, as it runs through the movements
on the component. That allows both
planners and machinists to confirm that
there are no clashes, no cuts in the wrong
place and minimal waste material.
NX also supports CMM-based
inspection needs, too. Lee again:
“We provide the NX model to our CMM so
that we verify a product against that
model. The CMM will define the key
characteristics of the model and check
these in the physical product.”
Concludes Pochciol: “There is no way
we could create the shapes we now do
without NX. It is an enabling technology
for modelling and developing complex
methods of manufacture, and it allows us
to work in very close partnership with our
customers. We have strong ambitions for
the future and, along with the skill of our
engineers, NX is central to our business.”

Turbo-machinery design software &
hyperMILL combo now offered
Open Mind Technologies AG (https://
is.gd/gatuno) has entered into a
cooperative agreement with CFturbo to
provide a complete design-to-manufacture
workflow process to produce
turbomachines such as pumps,
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compressors, turbines, fans and blowers.
CFturbo is acknowledged as an
industry leader in the turbomachinery
sector with its design software that runs
from conceptual design through to the
complete 3D model. The collaboration
with Open Mind Technologies will enable
turbomachinery designers to take their
design concept beyond the 3D model and
through to complete CAM model for
production.
Design output files can already be
exported to AutoCAD, Solidworks,
Siemens NX, Catia and Inventor, and
following this agreement CFturbo users
can now export design files into the
hyperMILL platform to generate CAM files,
allowing CFturbo users to go beyond
simulation, analysis and test validation
through to complete CAM NC programming
for part production.
hyperMILL boasts specialised routines
for efficient programming and machining
of components on 5-axis milling or millturn machines. The multi-blade and
single-blade turbomachinery solutions are
embedded within the software that is
applied to more broad-based milling,
drilling and turning applications, allowing
an all-in-one CAM system for
turbomachinery developers. Robust CNC

hyperMILL can now accept geometry
directly from CFturbo
post-processors are also provided to
assure strong communication to machine
tool controllers.
Customers can work with each
company to obtain tools, training and
services.

Ten-year celebrations to benefit NCG
CAM customers through discount offer
At the end of June 2019, NCG CAM
Solutions (https://is.gd/necote)
celebrated 10 years’ trading. End of year
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NCG CAM’s latest
version features a
ribbon-style interface

figures have shown a huge leap in sales,
with growth of 41%, compared to last
year. Much of this increase is down to the
growing number of customers looking for
perpetual licensed CAM software as an
alternative to being forced down a
subscription route.
In celebration of this achievement,
NCG CAM Solutions offering a 41%
discount with all multi-seat orders of NCG
CAM perpetual licences until the end of
December 2019. NCG CAM specialises in
making the machining of complex 3D
shapes easy.
Says Estelle Dunsmuir, sales and
marketing director, NCG CAM Solutions:
“Having worked with our software since it
was first developed as Depocam 22 years
ago, it really is an exciting time. Customer
care and support is of the utmost
importance to us, so passing our success
down to the customers is a must. Whilst
offering this special discount until the end
of December, we have also recruited two
additional software developers recently to
enable us to add even more developments
to NCG CAM, again giving more value to
our customers.”
Also, in line with the 10-year
anniversary, NCG CAM v17 is planned to
be released at the end of summer and will
be the first version with the new, modern,
ribbon-based user interface. It is expected
that the new UI will further increase sales.

Supporting digital transformation
DP Technology Corp says it is supporting
the digital transformation in manufacturing
through its Esprit CADCAM software with
its free-form 5-axis solutions, including
digital twinning, machine-aware
manufacturing, knowledge-based
machining and cloud-enabled devices.
The software, says DP Technology
(https://is.gd/calepa), enables
manufacturers to streamline their
workflows, prevent silos from forming
during the manufacturing process,
increases tool life and machine utilisation,
as well as support greater access to
practical knowledge for process
improvement.
At the heart of accurate and efficient
Free-form 5-axis machining with Esprit is
the concept of ‘Machine Awareness’.
Esprit models a machines’ full
capabilities, from axis travels and
kinematic chains to tooling and
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Esprit CADCAM boasts
multiple strategies
to support 5-axis
machining
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workholding. This model generates an
accurate simulation that works within the
machine’s axis travels and avoids
collisions. As the simulated part takes
shape, ‘Stock Automation’ accounts for
the new space and adjusts the toolpath to
suit. The result – a complete and accurate
picture of the entire cycle, letting users
prove out and optimise programs before a
single chip is produced.
Full tool orientation strategies result in
efficient, adapted toolpaths that maximise
cutting engagement and feed rate while
preserving tool life. As operations are
added, Esprit automatically calculates
links between them to save time and
motion. The order of operations can be
altered at will, with Esprit automatically
adjusting such links. And NC programs for
every machine in a machine shop can be
created, simply by changing the machine
definition, with Esprit automatically
adjusting to the new machine’s
capabilities.
Free-form features are easy to create
and machine. Simply define the part areas
to machine and the part areas to avoid,
and smart selection, snap and
propagation tools in Esprit further simplify
this process. From there, users can
choose from several 5-axis Free-form
machining strategies. A few examples are:
Composite Milling lets users separately
define the operation’s toolpath pattern
and tool orientation strategy to create
complex toolpaths with few limitations;
Swarf Milling synchronises tool orientation
with the toolpath using defined profiles,
with cutting with the flank of the tool
minimising the number of passes;
Impeller Milling simplifies programming
these complex parts – define blade
shapes with ruled features and rough, rerough and finish the impeller with minimal
steps; Port Milling lets users rough out
and finish simple or complex port shapes
using a spline curve to guide the toolpath
and the tool orientation.

Alphacam 5-axis functionality
gets an update
The latest version of Alphacam from
Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence’s
Production Software business (https://
is.gd/uciway) boasts updated advanced
5-axis functionality taking in numerous
improvements.
Two new key features include the
ability to integrate the Toolpath Optimiser
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Alphacam’s Advanced 5-axis strategy is one of the latest version’s highlights
into a core cycle that can then be stored
in a machining style and deployed with
Automation; and Advanced 5-axis
functionality has been updated to include
barrel mill and double profile tools.
Improvements in Swarf Machining, multiaxis roughing and toolpath smoothing are
also included in Alphacam 2020.0.
The geometry offset command is now
intelligent and dynamic, making all
operations more productive, whether
users want to simply retain attributes and
information on the geometry, or to
completely re-assign machining cycle
parameters to a newly created offset.
“This new feature delivers an intuitive and
simple way of changing toolpaths for
everything from simple tasks, such as
passing associative/dynamic profile
machining data, to complex ones,
including re-assigning a boundary to a 3D
surfacing method,” says the software’s
brand manager, Hector Henry.

Demonstration of 5-axis efficiency from
Tebis at Seco Tools’ event
CADCAM specialist Tebis (https://is.gd/
iyutus) will be demonstrating its
capabilities at Seco Tool’s Inspiration
Through Innovation event, to be held at
Seco Tools’ UK headquarters in Alcester
on Tuesday 9 and Wednesday 10
October.
Tebis’ demonstrations will
involve the machining of real
components, with the focus
on aerospace component
manufacturing. A live
machining demonstration
involving an Airbus A350 steel
fuel connector machined on a
Hermle C32 U 5-axis machine employing
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full 5-axis simultaneous milling will be part
of its activity.
This will employ 5-axis simultaneous
milling to deliver a simple and fast
roughing operation that removes the
maximum amount of material in a single
operation.
Andrew Walters, application engineer
from Tebis UK, comments: “Traditionally,
roughing would employ small step-downs
with a larger width of cut calculated in a
water-line fashion method. With Tebis, we
will use a 5-axis simultaneous motion to
allow us to get down into complex forms.
In addition to the traditional water-line
method, Tebis can use adaptive roughing.”
As well as an increase in tool life and
accuracy achieved through cutting a more
consistent volume of roughed material,
the finishing tools have less work to do.
An additional benefit of this process is a
more consistent volume of roughed
material on a part.
You can register for the event at:
https://is.gd/elowag. ■
A Tebis-produced NC program will be
employed to cut this part at Seco Tools’
Inspiration Through Innovation Event
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Access all areas
The best 5-axis machine tool in the world will fail in its intended task,
if the material being cut is not held securely

High precision machining with
Hainbuch systems at Tecomet
Tecomet is a market-leading manufacturer
of complex, high precision
products and services for
the medical device,
aerospace and defense
sectors. It is employing
Hainbuch’s (https://is.gd/
buzoru) Manok stationary
clamping system to support
5-axis machining.
With 17 global
manufacturing facilities in five
countries, Tecomet employs
over 2,500 people. At the company’s
Sheffield facility, Hainbuch provided the
most suitable and flexible solution. The
company’s first investment in Hainbuch
equipment was the 65 mm Manok
stationary chuck for its DMG DMU 50
5-axis machining centre.
Tecoment’s Stephen Jackson says:
“What we used to do here is hold the job
in a two-jaw chuck and this gave us a lot
of issues with vibration and positional
accuracy. So, we opted for the Manok 65
from Hainbuch and it solved a lot of
issues for us. The positional accuracy is
spot on and there are no more scratches
or issues with surface finish. Furthermore,
it has saved a lot of re-working and
secondary finishing – it’s a very good
system.”
Other benefits include: better tool life;
reduced tooling costs; faster cycle times;
maintenance of part tolerances of ±10
microns.
Following the success of the Manok,
Tecomet purchased a pneumatic fixture
plate with six Hydrok 42 mm collet chucks
from Hainbuch. Used in the production of
a medical tibial tray from a forging
requiring a small amount of machining.
Jackson again: “Despite using a
pneumatic system, we are not suffering
from any lack of clamping force – it’s just
about ensuing we have the right air
pressure in the system. The Hainbuch
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unit is also interchangeable and we can
put other 3-axis jobs on the machine in
the Hydrok configuration. The
flexibility is impressive, as the
fixture plate and Hydrok system
can be transferred to any of our
3- and 5-axis machines. Before
the Hydrok system, we used to
clamp jobs in two-jaw chucks
and jobs used to spin and
vibrate, and even mark the
surfaces. Now, we can hit jobs
much harder and faster.
Workholding is the most
important part of our business,
without that you have nothing.”

Holtex holds firm precisely with Haimer
Holtex Engineering Solutions provides
prototype and small quantity production to
the highest quality in the shortest lead
time. It is using Haimer tool presetting
equipment to support latest multi-axis
turning machines, as well as 3- and
5-axis milling.

Holtex Engineering Solutions director
Ben Robinson says: “[Our] technology is
supported by high quality tooling that is
complemented by the Haimer Power
Clamp Special Edition heat-shrink system
for the milling section and the Haimer
UNO20/40 Microset tool pre-setter.
“The reason we invested in Haimer
was because a lot of the jobs we do are
relatively high precision and we are using
quite delicate tooling at times.
Additionally, the machinery we have is
only as good as the tooling we put in it

and the more accurate our tooling is, the
better off we are from the start.”
He says that the tooling is lasting
considerably longer, due to muchimproved accuracy and run-out. It is very
easy to use and, concludes Robinson,
with 10 minutes’ training, anyone can use
the Haimer systems.

Five-side access with minimal gripping
and no need to stamp
Available from Roemheld’s Hilma division,
the fixed-jaw SCS vice is compact and
allows good accessibility, supporting fiveside machining without collision using
short standard tools that lower costs and
improve workpiece accuracy, due to the
generation of less vibration.
Stability of the clamping systems and
high retention force resulting from the use
of a reversible jaw mean that there is no
need to pre-stamp a workpiece before it is
secured, even when it is clamped on just
a few millimetres of material.
Repeatability of positioning is to within
±10 microns.
Suitable for use in multi-pallet
prismatic machining cells, operation is
either mechanical, via a threaded spindle
and torque wrench, or hydraulic, using a
single-acting cylinder to effect the
clamping pressure and with unclamping
achieved by spring force.
A variety of base lengths up to 350
mm is offered, with different clamping
ranges to 300 mm, while clamping force
is up to 40 kN at 100 Nm. An extensive
range of hardened and ground jaws, as
well as soft jaws, in 80 mm and 120 mm
widths is available. ■
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Save time and money
with the world’s leading
CNC verification software

See VERICUT on stand L152

Avoid collision, scrap

 parts and broken tools.



Reduce down time &
increase productivity.

Speed implementation
of new CNC machines.



Optimise feed rates
for faster cycle times.





Train without using
production time.

In today’s competitive manufacturing environment, software verification is essential to your
ability to produce on-time, high quality parts at a minimum cost. With VERICUT you can run
a part on an unmanned machine and be confident that it will be right the first time, every time.

Visit www.cgtech.co.uk to learn more
Right first time. Every time.
Curtis House, 34 Third Avenue, Hove, BN3 2PD
+44 (0)1273 773538 • info.uk@cgtech.com
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